
Single Flank Data Analysis, and Interpretation

Introduction
Much of the information in this arti-

cle has been extracted from an ACMA
Technical Paper, 'What Single Flank
Testing Can Do For You", presented in
1984 by the author,(1)

Single flank gear testing is a subject of
increasing interest. AIthough it has been
widely used and understood in Europe,
its use has remained relatively rare in. this
country, However, as the measuring
devices become smaller, less expensive
and have better accuracy and resolution,
they become more attractive as a produc-
tion measuring device,

Single flank testing is concerned with
the measurement of a parameter called
Transmission error. Transmission error
is defined as the deviation of the position
of the driven gear, for a given angular
position of the driving gear, from the
position that the driven gear would
occupy if the gears were geometricaUy
perfed.(2)

Transmission error is generally seen in
the form of a, fairly regular once per
tooth pattern, superimposed on large
waves related to once per revolution type
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accumulated pitch variation (1=p). tooth
to tooth composite-single flank, (EO,
totalecmposite-single flank (Fil. and ef-
fective profile or conjugacy. If two non-
miter test gears are run Itogether,. it is also
possible to evaluate accumulated pitch
variation for each geaj separately, but
the effective profile or conjugacy is the
result of the combined tooth shapes of
the 'two gears. If the gears are miters, i.t
is possible to phase the accumulated pitch
variation of each so ,that Lhe resulting
error is minimized.

Fig. 3 shows the resulting bar graph
from a s.ingle probe/precision index test
superimposed on a single flank test, of
the same gear, run against ,a perfect
master gear.

Ex.am..ining the analog graph of a single
flank test is always the best place to start
with data analysis., The unfiltered, total
information presents a good visual pic-
ture of the overall gear quality, Most in-
struments have provisions for use of high
and [ow pass filters that aid in dle separa-
tion and a.nalysis of tooth to tooth ,type
errors from runout type errors. Also,
viewing analog curves of profile errors
is useful in the determination of correc-
tive actions (See Fig. 4).

REAL TIME ANALYSIS: Many times,
the analog data becomes too complex to
analyze in. that form. This is due 'to
various causes: running two test gears
together, burrs, amplitude or frequency

errers, Noise and vibration excitation is
generally related to the once per tooth
pattern, while accuracy problems are
more generally related to, the once per
revolution ty-pe patterns.

It will be shown later that the study
of noise excitation is more closely related
to profile shape and the involute tooth
form, Gear elements with perfect, rigid,
uniformly spaeed involute teeth transmit
exactly uniform angular velocities, (3)

Measuring Device
A description of the measuring device,

based on optical encoders, will be found
in :rel·erenceU)and.(4) The encoders and
associated electronics generate an analog
signal that is directly related to portions
of mvoluteor profile variation.s, pitch
variation, runout, and accumulated pitch
variation. The graph in Fig. 1 illustrates
a.:recording of a typical 11 X 41 pair of
gears. The data shows two revelutions
of 'tile ring gear. The relationship of these
parameters .of gear geometry to the
generated waveform is also d'escr.ibed' in
the above two references.

Inte:rpret.ationof Data
ANALOG DATA: The recording in

fig. 2 represents one revolution of a
typical gear, run with a perfect master.
Many bits of information can be read
from this graph, These are: burr
amplitude,adjaoent pitch variation (fpt
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modulation,. runout of gear and pinion
phasing in and out, flats on tooth sur-
face, de. In these cases, it is useful to use
a real time analyzer which performs a
fast Fourier transform on the data. This
converts the information from the time
domain to the frequency domain.

Fig. 4b shows frequency domain data
fer the same gears, By taking several
averages of the sampled data, it is possi-
ble to read repeatable amplitude values
of the various frequencies contained in
the analog chart. Mark'" breaks this
spectral data into two components. The
"mean" geometric deviation component
for a gear or pinion is defined, as the
tooth surface formed, by taking the
average of all 'tooth surfaces on the
pinion 'or gear under consideration. The
"random" component of the geometric
deviation of a tooth surface is defi.ned as
the deviation of that tooth surface from
the mean. The mean component comes
from intentional or accidental profile
modifications, while the random compo-
nent comes from the runout effects. The
mean component of the geometric devia-
tions gives rise to, the tooth meshing har-
monies of vibratory excitation. Whereas,
the random component of the geometric
deviations gives rise to the rotational har-
monics, and especially, to the sideband
components of the spectrum which oc-
cur at the tooth meshing harmonic Ire-
queneies, plus or minus one or a few
rotational harmonic frequencies.

TIME HISTORY AVERAGING: The
use of time averaging, in the time
domain, is a technique that has seen little
use, so far, in single flank testing.
However, in the future, it should become
very common. It requires the use of an
accurate once per revolution marker
pulse on each shaft. Data from many
revolutions of a given shaft are averaged
together and, therefore, information that
is synchronous with the marker will re-
main, while non-synchronous data will
eventually average to zere ..The advan-
tage of this technique is that it allows one
to separate out elemental errors, such as
once per tooth conjugacy, pitch varia-
tion, and accumulated pitch variation at-
tributabl.e to each individual gear. In Fig.
S, Smith(5i shows the time history data
ofa twin mesh geerbox.as wen as time
averaged data ·of the individual gears in
the same box. Time history averaging of-
fers some very interesting possibilities.
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The State of the Art ...
HURTH CNC HARD OEA

The HURTH hard finisihing' process isan entirely
new.approach to gear manufacture ,andfinishing
because it enables the manutacturer to aUer the
geometry of the teeth while smoothing the tooth
flank surfaces of extemal and lnternashardened
gears. This process can correct errors in preflle,
spacing and lead, as well as such paremeters as
radial runout, pitch and cumul'aUve pitch. The
end product is a more accurate, smoother,.
quleter-runnlnq 'gea'r.

To accornpllsn tbis.the tool fllank and the work
'gear flian,kIbeing machined are positively guidedl
ln such a way that the workpiece and tool are
rigidly lIiinked during machil,ingl with the tool

pe'rtorming a plunge-feed motion for stock
removal . .All right~hand flanks are finished first
The macnlne then reverses and finishes left-
hand flanks. This singll'e-flank contact means no
broken-out tool teeth due to workpiece defects
and permns correction or "redesign" of the
worikpiece gear duringl fli,nishing. -

The tool, either IBorazen· or ceramic" is c.ondi-
tloned and profiledfo,rthe work. gear geometry
and desired stock removal by using a coated
dresstnq master. D'fessiing takes no longier than
the time required to finish one workpiece and
each dressing removes a rnlnlrnal amount of
material from the tool surfaces.
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STARCUT SUPPLIED PRODUCTS
FOR PRODUCTIVITY
Star Mlachiine T'ools
Sta.nd'ard and CNG Hob Sharpeners
Shaper cutter Sharpeners
CNG Drill and Reamer Sharpeners
Keyseaters

Star 'CuttingTools
Hobs
Form-Re!1ieved Outters
Gun Drills
Gun Fl'eamers
Keyseat CuttersThe hard finishing f)fOCeSS gives the widest range

01applications O'f ai,' post-.f!.ardening gear finishing
melhods. Adjacent shoulders or collars ra'rely pose
serious problems. Gold Star Coatings

HUirth Ma:chine Toolls
Standard & Automatic Keyway and

Slot Milling Machines
Automatic Spline Shaft Milling

Machin,es -
eNC Gear Hobbing Machines
CNG Gear Shaving Maching's
Shaving Cutter Grinding Machines
Gealr Testing Machin,es
CNC Gear Tooth Charnterinq Mia"chin9s
G,ealrDeburrlnq Machines
eNC Hard Gear Finishingl Machiln,es

This .illustration shows the tool finishing the work-
pieoe gear and the ,external' ma'ster gears engaged
to control the operation. Stieber Prec1isi:on Clamping Tools

Planring Fllexible Machilning
Systems

Other .advantages of the' precess:
• AGMA Class 14 achtevabte,
• Definitely no '9lrindliingburns.

Tool marks run diag:onalliy to gear
diameter.

• Pe'rmits machining of gear teethl adiiacent
to shouldera -

• EQuipment is ideal for autcmated work
handl1ing.

Please write or p,.hone for de:tail's on this
(,evolutionary n'ew PU)OBSS.

Farmington Hillis, MI 48024
3113/474-8200 T,e'Iex 230-411

CIROI..E A-14 ON READER REPl.:YCA~RD•
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AUTOMATIC DATA ANALYSIS
(COMPUTERIZED): In order to
minimize the need for a. skilled engineer
or technician to analyze data, computers
and appropriate software packages are
now available for single flank testers.
The computers are programmed to ex-
tract quantitative information, related to
the various measureable parameters,
from the complex analog data. These
values can then be compared to
previously established tolerance limits.
The accept! reject judgements can be
made by computer.

Visual data. can also be displayed in
forms unavailable in the other methods
of data analysis described above. A
typical series of displays would include
the following:

I. Total transmission error
2. Long term component (related to

once I rev .. type errors)
3.. Short term component (related to

once/tooth type errors)
4. Average effective profile error

(average component described in
reference)(3)

5. Velocity and acceleration deriva-
tives of 4 above (to look at the ef-
fect of peak acceleration caused by
displacement waveshape)

6. FFT spectral analysis of data (also
includes velocity and acceleration
displays).

There are many other uses of com-
puterized data analysis, such as master
gear error correction, pitch variation,
accumulated pitch variation, runout,
comparison to AGMA, DIN, ISO,. or
company standards as wen as statistical
quality control and statistical process
control. Fig. 6-6F shows some of this
data.

Advantages of Single Flank Over Double
flank Testing

APPARENT PROFILE ERRORS:
Munro(2) shows how profile errors affect
the motion curves of a gear running with
a master (Fig. 7). Curves of various tooth
shapes are shown for single and double
flank tests.

Double flank testing is a fast, inexpen-
sive way to composite test gears, but it
is usually impossible to interpret the
tooth to tooth data in terms of elemen-
tal or transmission error. This is due to
both sets of flanks being in mesh at one
time.



Single flank composite testing does
measure transmission error directly.
Because the gears runwith ooly one set
of flanks in mesh (with baeklash) it is
possible to interpret the curve in terms
of profile and pitch errors.

Mun'fo, concludes:
1. The single flank It,estalways shows

'the profile error of the flank in
mesh, but not over thewhole of the
flanl<.,

2. The dual flank test gives a com-
posite curve of the two flanks, and
Ithere is no method of ascribing an
error to a particular flank.

3. The dual flank peak to peak value
(tooth 'to,tooth composite error) is
often, but not always, approx-
imately equal to the single flank
peak to peak. va]ue multiplied by
half the cotangent of the pressure
angle.

4. With a barrelled profile error, the
dual flank test gives a waveform
with two peaks. per eooth pitch.

5. The dual flank curve is sometimes
identical for two, quite different sets
of profile errors.

RUNOUT VS.. ACCUMULATED
PITCH VARli~TION: The ability to
check accumulated pitch variation is an
important attribute of single flank
testing. First of all. there is a difference
between "runeut" and "accumulated pitch
variation,· A gear with runout does have
accumulated pitch variation. A gear with
accumulated pitch variation does not
necessarily have runout.

Runout occurs in a gear with a bore
or locating surface Ithat is eccentric from
the pitch circle of the teeth, Runout is
shown. as a variation in depth of a ball
type probe as it engages each successive
tooth slot, Or, it 'can be a large total com-
posite variation, if it is observed on a
single Rank tester.

A gear can be produced, by various
means, that will have liule or no runout,
as described above, and i't will show ex-
cellent results when tested wi.th a ball.
check or by a double flank test. ThiJ hap-
pens when a gear is cut with runout and
then shaved or ground ana machine that
does not have a rigid drive coupling the
tool to the workpiece ..

When ,the gear is cut with an eccentric
pitch eircle, the slots are at dif~erent radii
and angular positions, When the gear is

S8:pfember IOCtober 1985 27



LAINSI'NG GEAR iHOBB!ERS
IINI Att SIZES

IGH8,. 4D.P.$39,990 F.O.B. N.Y.

I Automatic cycle, automatic hob shirt, hyd., counter
bar.. diff., .infeed, ful', set of change geals, 2 hob
arbors, all elactncs. 1 year free service.

GH20, 3D.P,. $34,990 F.O.B. N.Y.

Step feed 3.nd speed, infeed, diff., hyd., counter ,
bal.,full set of change gears, 3 hob arbors, work
mandrel, electnes

GH4·20, 4D.P'. $26,499 F.O.B. N.Y.

Diff., 3 hob arbors, work mandrel overarm, full
set 01 cnange gears, all electrics, hyel counter bal .•
swing away arm.

IMMEDIATE IJEUVElty

20,1·341·7222
24 HOURSERVH:E

JOSEPH MAlAY
MANAGER GEAR PRODUCTS DIVISION
NEW JERSEY BRANCH

:S & S, MACHIIN'!ERY 'COMPANY
36 WILLIAMSBURG DR.

TOMS RIVER, N.J. 08753
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sl\a.v,ed, it is run with a tool ,that main-
tams a constant rigid center distance, but
is not connected to' the workpiece by a.
drive train. The tool also cuts an equal,
amount of stock from each flank of every
tooth. Therefore, all slots are now
machined to the same radius, from the
center of rotation, and aft! displaced from
true angular pas-.iti.onby varying small'
amounts. The resulting gear has very
small amounts of individual pitch varia-
tions, but has a large accumulated pitch
variations, to which the single flank
tester responds,

These accumulated pitch varialions
have all the undesirable effects of a gea:r
with traditional runout, It w.ould check
"good" by either a ball check or a dou-
ble .flank composite test. Fig. 8 illiustrates
'the advantage of single flank for the two,
situations.
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SillgleAank

Typical Recording'" G.., with Accumulated NdI Vertatlon

Double FlanII

Single Flank

Appli:ca'tion ,of Data.
Before using the single flank: data in an.

application, it is fast necessary to deJine
the problem. There are-three basic areas
of concern: noise, accuracy, and s'trength
or durability, In a genera] way, single
Hank data in the form. of tooth to' tooth
transmission error is related to neise and
vibration; total transmission error is
related to accuracy, and both types relate
to strength in a secondary way. Lead is
the element primarily associated with
strength and this is best measured, by
other means. such as contact patterns.
Fig. 9 isa very generalized chart of cause
and ,eEred relationships ..When evaluating
noise problems, .it is appropriate to run
a sound analysis test with a real time
analyzer to pinpoint the offending 1IO~1:a.~
tionalorder, In most eases, itwill be a!t
tooth mesh frequencies, however, when

Flg.S

running at. very high RPM,. it wiU be at
the once per rev, frequency ..

When it 'comes to accuracy:, all types
of transmission errors will have an effect.
Accumulated pitch variation will nor-
mally be the greatest contnbutor to total
transmlssianerror and inaccuracy.

Case Histories
The following case histories are in-

cluded to demonstrate thecapabiJities of
single flank testing ..

(1) NOISE: Fig. 10 is used to Il-
lustrate the fact that accuracy isn't
neeesary for noise control. It showsa
lapped hypoid pair of gears with a.

- -

relatively large total transmission error
from accumulated pitch and bolt hole
distortions, but with a very low tooth to
tooth fransmission error (less. than
.0001"). This was a quiet pair in the axle.



Application of ngle Flank Data
DEFINI PROBLEMI

PI' ODIIllm c...
Nolle Vehicle ~High F._ -7>100 Hz EIfectIve Proftle

Vehicle ~Low Frequency <100 Hz Accumulated Pilch
V8riaIion

Machine Tools ~ High F'_"'7 EIfective Pralle
Power Transmission -

HighF ..... ·.-... > 100 Hz Effective Profile
Power TransmIsaion -

Low Frequency <100 Hz Accumulated Pilch
Variation

Aircraft DrIves High RPM ~(30,000) Accumulated Pitch
Variation

Problem -~- A .M. e...
Positional Machine tools, indexing S.F. T.T. Composite
Accuracy devices, Gun directors. robots, etc. S.F. Total Composite

Pitch Variation
Accumulated Pitch
V8riation

~. .... ..
"

Strangth ~ Marine & Power Drives Use con1act pattern
Fatique or lead measurements

for primary control
s.F. profile. pitch
variation, & accumu-
lated pitch variation
for~ ruar1control

"-.-owe .........
................... IUCh_

... " ......... Dllnnaeft , ....
0InIal RIlle - HIIcIII-......

-L.-dl!n'ar

£18.9

~'< .0001"
~p.:!" .0001"

Fig. '10

The other pair was an experimensal
ground pair with very low total tJansm:is,.

sion error, but with a very regular high
tooth to tooth error (.,0002·)', This pair
was noisy in the vehicle at first and
fourth harmonics of mesh frequency. In

this case. the vehicle was a van type.
which is ItypicaJlly sensitive to excitation
due to structural dynamics.

(2) NOISE: Fig. 11 shows two lapped
hypoid rear axle sets. Fig. llawas. aeeep-

table in the vehieleand Fig. nb was a
reject because of noise due to the relative-
ly high tooth to 'tooth transmission error,

(3) ACCURACY: Fig. U shows set of
ground high reduction gears used in the
indexjn.g spindle of a machine tool. Fig.
12a shows an unacceptable pair with ex-
cessive pinion runnut (.ooor),. Fig. 12b
shows the next grind after improving the
runout. In this example. it is no longer
possible to,detect a systematic rror from
gear geometry.

(4) ACCUMULATED PITCH VARIA-
TION VS.. RUNOlIT: The Ja t case is
really two different sets of gears il-
lustrating two aspects of Runout and Ac~
cumualted Pitch Variation (Fig.H).
These are sets of final drive helicals used
in the transaxle of a front wheel. drive
passenger car. The problem is related to
a low ffil~quency vibration in. the vehicle,
caused by once per revolution errors in
thepi.nion.

Set number one (high accumulated
pitch v.ariation) caused excessive vibra-
tion tin the vehicle. A double flank cam-
posite test accepted the part. with .'OO2S·
pinion total composite error. However.
'the single Hank test showed ..0135 •
pinion total transmission error .. In 'this
case. the current pinion production test
accepted a bad part.

Set number two (high runout) was ac-
ceptable in the vehicle as far as low fre-
quency vibration. In this example. the
double flank test rejected it because of a
pinion total composite rrer of .'009"
while the single flank test still showed an
acceptable .amount of .003· pinion total
transmission err·or. In this example. Ithe
current double flank production testre-
jected.a part that should have been
passed on ,to assembly.

In the two cases. above. it is evident
that double flank compositeinspecti.on
does not correlate well to the .appHat:ion.
On the other hand, . ingle flan.k com-
posite measurement ,of transmission error
does.

BibUography
}, SM_ITH. R. E.. What Sing! Flank

Measurement Can Do, For You.· AGMA
Papl!l" No. 84FfM2. Fall Technical
Meeting, 1984.

(continued on page 33)
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